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I am  a forensic expert.   My qualification is  B.Sc. ( Hons) Forensic

Science, Amity  University, Noida alongwith the practical training on the

subject of forensic science.   I   have given opinion in more than 375

cases in various courts of law, Govt. and Private agencies etc.

In this case, I had examined the disputed handwriting and

figure appearing on  ExPW1/2,  marked as DW1 and DF1 in my report

and the signature ExPW1/1, marked as Q1 in my report. 

I had also  examined one disputed signature appearing on

ExPW1/4,marked  as Q2 in my report  .   I  have taken  the specimen

sample of Sh Sunil Sharma before the Hon. court on  12.2.2013.   The

specimen English writing,  figure and signatures marked as SW1, SF1

and   S1,  S2  and  S3  in  my  report.   After  careful  examination  and

comparison, I am of the definite opinion  that the disputed english writing

and  figure has been written by the same person who has given the

specimen sample.   That  no opinion can be given about the same or

different writers of the signatures marked as Q1 and Q2.

My  detailed  report  is  ExPW2/A  (  colly),  which  bears  my

signature at point A on each page alongwith my stamp.  

xxxxxxxx by Sh Alok Sharma, Ld counsel for  defdt.

  I have prepared  this report individually as well as with the

consent  of  my  brother  namely  Sh  Sayad  Faizal  Huda,  who  is  also

forensic expert.   The report is having  his signature also.   My brother is



not  appearing as witness in the present matter.   I have not placed  any

document showing  that I am authorized to do work as a forensic expert.

Vol.(  I can produce the same if directed by the court ).   

It is wrong to suggest   that I am not authorized to depose as

an expert witness  in the court. 

I  had  taken  the  photographs  of  both  the  disputed  and

specimen handwriting as well as the signatures.  I had also matched both

the handwriting  as well as the signatures.   It  is correct that  I have

mentioned in my report that  the specimen writing and figures marked as

SW1 and SF1 are  disguised writings  because the writer has deliberately

tried to change the design and style of formation of letters/strokes to hide

his  identity.   After  examination  of  the  photographs,   I  found that  the

specimen handwriting are the disguised handwriting due to different style

putting by the writer on the strokes, curves joining  of the letters etc.   On

the basis of that, I  gave my above mentioned opinion.   It is wrong to

suggest  that  a person  who has  given  his specimen  handwriting as

well as  specimen signatures are given in the  court and he can the same

deliberately.  It is wrong to suggest that  I have not  properly matched the

photographs of the disputed  and specimen English writing, figures and

signatures.    I have not  described alignment in my report.   It is wrong to

suggest that there is  difference  in the alignment habit.  vol. ( Alignment

habit of the writer can be  similar in two different persons because it is  a

general  parameter  of  handwriting  ).   It  is  wrong  to  suggest  that  the

disputed  handwriting may belong to  any other persons.

It is correct that in some  class parameters, the handwriting of two

different persons can be matched.  The alignment  of  the handwriting in

the present  matter may differ and may belong to two persons.  



 I have noticed  the spacing habit of the writer which is found

similar  in  both  disputed  and  specimen  handwriting.    It  is  wrong  to

suggest that there is a difference in the spacing of the  two handwritings.

The formation of the letters are similar in both the handwritings.   It is

wrong to suggest that the formation of letters are different in both the

handwritings.    The study of pen pressure is not possible in  ball pen

writing.    It is wrong to suggest that I have deliberately not  given  my

opinion on the  pen pressure.   It is wrong to suggest that  the  pen

pressure are different in both the  handwritings. The design and style of

formation in specimen handwriting in some words are different due to

disguised act of the writer.   It is wrong to suggest that the writer has

done  any disguised act in the specimen handwriting before the Hon.

court.   The angle and turns of the letters in both the handwritings are

similar within the range and extent of the natural variations.  It is wrong to

suggest that the angle and turns of letters in both the handwritings are

different.   There  is presence of pen pause in specimen handwriting on

some  places of the letters due to disguised act of the writer  which is

absent in disputed handwriting. It is correct to suggest that  there is  a

difference in pen pause in both the handwritings.  Vol. ( The same is

because of  disguised act).   Some letters and words of  the specimen

handwriting are not freely written due to disguised act of the writer.  It is

wrong to  suggest  that   the  defendant   has  done disguised  act.    In

disputed handwriting, the words and letters are  in  ascending tendency,

as  per   ExPW1/2 and in  specimen,  the alignment  habit  is  straight  in

words and letters.  Vol. ( These differences may occur due to  different

sitting posture of the writer ).   

It is correct that I have not mentioned this fact in my report.



It is wrong to suggest that  the specimen handwriting taken are  quite

different from the  disputed handwriting with which it has been compared.

It is wrong to suggest that  both the handwritings are dissimilar  and my

report  is false and fabricated at the instance of the plaintiff. It is wrong to

suggest that  I am deposing falsely. 
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